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Foreword

Two wow's that are widely current in discussions of Latin American

education are reform and decentralization; and the ills of overly eel-

tralized and unwieldy educational bureaucracies have been so pervasive

and obvious that reform often begins with attempts at decentralizat,on.

The justification for the anguish and the activity is clear enough; in

the face of rapid population growth, the schools are failing to deliver

services that are adequate qualitatively or quantitativels. Substantial

proportions of the school-age population are denied access to the system

or provided an incomplete or ritualistic travesty of a basic education;

and in some countries, despite heroic efforts at expansion, the absolute

number of illiterates still continues to grow. Still, the past two decades

have brought a vast expansion of numbers accommodated in some fashion;

and in the coning decade the emphasis is shifting to says and means of

making this coverage a more meaningful educational experience for the

majority of children. Ilenre, educators, and politicians too, are seeking

ways to reform and improve the schao:s. In the more tr.eitional national

systems the need for flexibility and adaptability tr change leads

inevitably to an examination of the passibility of decentralizaticn.

This paper examines attempts at decentrailestion in Venezuela and

Colombia; at I amt the word "decentralization" was used in both attempts

to reform the respective systems although the writer shows that it had

a very different meaning when applied in the two countries.

In Venezuela the national school system was in fact highly central-

ized; local school authorities had little autonomy, and were "authorities"

in name only; and even the most routine decisions were made in the Ministry
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at Caracas and passed down to the schools. The results, predictably,

were rigidity; lack of respnnsive.:ess, t ,ccially to pressures that were

lOre than routine; and a considerable alienation or distance between

local school men and leihis:ry officials. The situation was almost a

classic illustration of the ailment de Madariaga attributed to the Spanish

government in its vain attempts to govern he New aorld before Indepen-

dencethe an on the distant scene understood but he carried out just

enough of the directives to be comfortable.

The Colombian situation was quite different. litre the states had

so much independence that the national government, empowered by law to

establish policy and standards, was reduced to sending its money out and

hoping for the best, state, municipal and private schools were the common

pattern at both primary and secondary level in Colombia, with the majority

of primary schools state run, and the majority of secondary schools under

private auspices. The national Lovernment, which paid a substantial

portion of teaching salarits, did not even have sufficient power to control

the allocation of educational money so that it would he spent on education

or to enforce standard qualifications for teachers,

both countries and school systems were alike in one respect --schools

were functioning poorly; wastage was high and the quality of service

uniformly low.

in the Venezuelan decentralization the nation was divided into eight

regions, and all ministries, including education, were directed to

ertallish offices in the regions, to staff thee, and to provide for

regional planning, decision-making and control. Paradoxically, there was

cortralited dec^rtralitation, directed and pushed and controlied from

6
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Caracas, as always. Ir is early to assess the effect of the Venezuelan

decentralization attempt. The regional offices are established by law

and the legislation and ordinances written, but much will depend on whether

or rot regional offices can be staffed by strong and competent people.

At best, the decentralization has been taken only one step and it is not

clear that there will Le any increased authority or flexibility at the Local

district level. but the first move has been made, and instead of one lump

of bureaucrats there will soon be eight.

Colombia with a different kind of problem adopted a different approach,

but used the magic of the word "decen'ralization to accomplish almost

the opposite of what the word is generally taken to mean. In Colomhia

there were two major moves, and only the first might possibly merit the

term ..icentralization, in that nine autonomous special purpose authcrities

were created to handle different levels and hinds o' educational missiois.

l.e second component of the Colombian reform the creation of regional

educational funds I.E.F. (Fordos C,icacionales Regionales)actually

lessened the authority of StiZeS in the control of schools. When the Colon-

bien states signed the FiR agreements they accepted the assignment of s

delzgado from the national government who had the power to appiol.e and

disaprove the allocation of funds for education. The nation now has a

form of control tat can he used to olock misallocation of funds and enforce

standards in teacher qualifications.

The paper also examines the possibilities of future reversals of the

present felcies and plans. One powerful influence that may block further

progress is pressure for politically partisan patronage, In Venezuela

the party in power makes good partisan use of teachers who have a strong

position at the local level, and the rower of selection of these teachers

rH
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may not be lightly surrendered in the future. In Colombia teacning has

been a popular form of local patronage for the state governors, .nd this may

bring attempts to circumvent the assignment of teachers through merit and

training.

The comparison of the Colombian and Venezuelan experience is parti-

cularly useful to illustrato tha' the same word can be used to dascribe

plenomena that as almost completely different. Both countries did what

they had to do, given the situation that confronted then before the r,s-

pective reforms. Venezuelan schools were too dependent on the rational

ministry; whereas in Colombia the opposite was the case for state schools.

Comparative analysis has the virtue of making both activities clearer in

terms of each otler. In both cases, it is fair to say that though procedures

differed accoruing to the differing situation, the aim was to improve edu-

cation and to deliver a better servic" to more children. So reform goes

on in the LAtia American schools, and it is worthwhile to have it confirmed

that there is no "typical Latin American" country or school. Each country

is different; each school system is differ+nl.; and each orks out its

educational destiny in its own way.

O



EOLKATIoNAI REFORM IN COLli 1.^ LI 11 NEZUELA:

AN ORGANIZATIONVI AN1131S

This paper offers a general perspective cn policy-malong and policy-

execution within the context of pre- and post-educational reform in

Venezuela and Colombia. The first stage of the paper identifies prc-

reform decisional problems related to organizational structure and admiris-

trative processes. The second stage examines the modifications of tLese

decisional problems implicit in the reform movements. The final stage is

a comparison of the Colombian and Venezuelan reform movements with respect

to the pre-reform decisional problems and the post-reform systems modifi-

,

cshons.
I

Questions of organizational structure, policy, and administration

are important at this time in Latin America because a number of countries

have concluded that their traditioral educational systems are not capable

of meeting rapidly changing and increasing demands being placed upon them.

Latin American educational systems can neither deliver adcxuate services

to their populations nor insure that such services, when delivered, are

appropriate in amount and kind to the requirements of the people. :n

short, nations forging the infrastructure of development are served poorly

by educational systems designed historical.y to produce a social elite

and serve agriculturally-based economies.

In an attempt to provide greater support to the process of socio-

economic development, the Venezuelan and Colombian governmeits have

incorporated a variety of goals into their educational reform movements,

9
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among others: increased social and economic mobility of students, curricula

more relevant to industrializing nations, reduce6 student dropout, upgraded

teach',: competence, and regionally differentiated education. A multi.

front assault is, therefore, being waged on educational probl.:ms in each

country.

Rather than focus on ary of the stated goals of the reforms, this

paper examines the organizational and administrative changes necessary to

make the desired outc4mes passible. Because the reforms are in an embryonic

stage of devnlopent, the reforms as "plans and strategies" will be analyzed

as they reflect oranges from the pre-reform systems. The specific variables

of analysis will be organizational structure and decision- mating authority.

Polirj-maRing and policy- execution are understood to be forms of decision-

making. Because, Venezuela and Colombia are faced with very distinct organi-

zational and administrative problems, a comparison of the two will be made

tc provide insight into the relationships between organizational structure

and decision-making in large -scale systems.

The analysis is based on data obt' ied through observation, doczmentary

analysis, and interviews conduct:1 over a period of several months with edu-

cational officials at every levtl of the organizational hierarchies in both

co,xtries.

10



Conceptual Framework

The organizations analyzed in this paper are the educational systems

of Colombia and Venezuela. Stinchcombe defines an organization as "a stable

set of social relations deliberately created with the explicit intention

of continually accomplishing some specific purpose."2 An organization, then,

is no more than a social mechanism designed to bring human and material

resources to bear on an ongoing problem. Beceuse the social mechanism

consists of goal-oriented, interacting human beings, it is conceived of

as a s'clal system.;

Within the framework of a social system, human behavior must be so

ordered that the actions of each liember systematically contribute to a

sequence of activity designed to iccomplish a goal. The basic organiza-

tional unit which systematizes the ordering of human behavior is the

role.

The role is elaborated here in terms of, among other things, task-

responsibility and decision-making authority. A hierarchy is establ'nhed

in the system when roles receive varying degrees of task - responsibility and

decision- making authority. The relationship between roles is referred to

as organizational structure. An organizational structure, therefore, is

a hierarchical neteork of roles ordered in such a way as to systematize

human behavior toward *thieving e goal.

Systematized human behavior, in its dynamic :ore. is conceptualized

as a process. A chief fanctlon of organizational structure is the ordering

of a series of processes essential for goal achievement. Most organizational

theorists agree that the decision- making process is the center around which

11



almost all other organizational variables are organized.4

There are, of course, various types of decisions, and each type is

usually made at a specified level in the hierarchy. Policy c-4 7.tocedural

decisions, for example, art, usually made at the top of the hierarchy.

These decisions establish objectives and select the procedures for achieving

the objectives. Executive eecisions are usually made at middle levels and

routine administrative decisions at lower levels of the hierarchy.
s

Social systems theory emphasizes that organizations are made tp of

systems which are subdivided into subsystems. The dependence of the rela-

tionship between subsystems and systems varies, of course, with each case.

Students, for example. ere more dependent on teachers than on janitmrs for

learning experiences. Thus, there are degrees of independence between social

systems. Gould.er states, "Syster.. in which parts have a 'high' functional

autenouy may be regarded as having 'low' degree of system interdependence;

conversely, systems in which parts have 'low' functional autonomy have a

'high' degree of system interdependence."6

12



Pre-reform Organization of Education in Venezuela

The national Constitution contains provisions which fix the pattern

of educational organization in Venezuela. In terms of structure, the nation

must permit the existence of three educational systems: 1) national,

2) state, and 3) municipal, Private schools are permitted. The 1,877,212

students registered in primary and secondary schools in the 1968-69 academic

year were enrolled In the following systems:7

Table 1

Venezuelan Student Enrollment

Primary Secondary

national schools 53.83 percent 69.35 percent

state schools 24.60 percent 1.56 percent

municipal schools 7.20 percent 2.14 percent

private schools 13.97 percent 26.23 percent

autonomous schools .38 percent

military schools .69 percent

99,98 percent 99.97 percent

Because of the uneven distribution of students in the systems, edu-

cation in Verezuela tends to 1-e national educ tion. A reform that Is to

have a far reaching impact, therefore, must come through the naticnal

school system. The Ministry of Education is directly responsible for the

national school system.

13 ;



Prior to the reform, the Ministry established the
academic program to

which ail educational systms were required to adhere, although each system

made its own administrative decisions, i.e., hiring, promotion, budget

construction, etc. These administrative decisions, however, wc,e made within

a policy framework established by the Ministry. (From this point forward,

only the national school system will be discusses.)

Organizationr Miezarcky and Authority Structure

In terms of arganixational structure, the Minist:y of Education is the

parent system (ultimate respo,Jibliity and authority) which has distributed

dependent subsystems throughout t;,e country as a means of carrying out

educational policy. As illustrated by Figure 1, the primary school system

was divided into twenty-one regional zones, each of which maintained a regional

supervisor as the chief educational officer.
The regional tents were sub-

divided into districts, each of which maintained a district supervisor. Ihtre

were over 100 districts in Venezuela. The educational officers immediately

under the district superviso: were the local school directors.8

Tha secondary school brancnes (academic and vocational) maintained

seven regional zones which were not subdivided into districts.
Each local

scLool director was responsible to a regional supervisor. A direct,

unbroken chain of command, therefore, existed from the Mini:ate: of Education

to the local school director.9 An important question at this point becomes:

where in the chain of command were the various
types. of pedagogical and

administrative decisions made, and what were the consequences for the local

school unite

14
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Decisional Points

The Constitution assigns th! President of Vcnetuela the task of

creating and maintaining the system of national education.10 Through the

Ley de Education (Educrtional Law), the President delegated the following

responsibility and authority to the Ministry of Education: "The Ministry

of Education will centralize the pedagogical activities of all official

school plants in the country and provide the necessary coordination relative

to the location, construction, equipment, teacher selection, and all that

relates to the current organizr.tion of educational services. . .

This mandate includes, among other things, 1) planning and research

functions for all national education, 2) determining the exact nature of the

curriculum (content and teaching technique), 3) selecting textbooks,

4) defining the examination and evaluation process, 5) training teachers,

f,) establishing in-service training programs, 7) constructing the educational

budget, S) managing the budget (control over all financial transactions),

and 9) storing records." These were some of the major decisional areas

with which the Ministry had to deal. nOW then. was this decisional load

distributed throughout the hierarchy?

After studying the Educational Law, reading the documents that flowed

up and down the organizational hierarchy, and interviewing supervisors from

the bottom to the top of the hierarchy, the writer found it was impossihle to

identify any decisions made below the Ministry level which had any ilenIticent

impact on the content or direction of administrative or pedagogical wocesses.

The Center for Administrative and Social Research of the Venezuelan School

of Public Administration reached a similar conclusion. The Canter reports:

16



With respect to the teaching process, the organizational
hierarchy leaves no room for anyone (at lower levels) to
select alternatives of action designed to reach a specific goal,
nor cc. they establish any goals. The directives come from
the Ministry of Education to the Regional Supervisor and
from his to the District and Rural Supervisors who in turn
transmit them to the School Directors and teachers. The
lines of authority are completely defined; all the plans,
programs, evaluation methods, etc., are elaborated at the
top of the organization and transmitted from one level to
another until all members of the school community adopt the
same conduct.

With respect to administrative aspects, there are these
few decisions made by the Supervisors: the transfer of
teachers within the same school region, and the selectionu
of teachers to attend in-service training programs.

. . .

The task of the supervisors, in other words, is to provide and

transmit according to the rules established by the Ministry of Education."13

Before the reform, therefore, the Ministry made the policy, procedural,

xecutivo and, in many cises, routine administrative decisions for thi

entire notional rchool system.

Consequences Related to Decisional Points

Concentrating decision-making authority at the top of the hierarchy

had variety of consequences for the local school unit, but the three

most notable were decisional time lag, system rigidity, and psychological

distance. Decisional time lay is the amount of time usually required for

the Ministry of Education to respond to a decisional request initiated by

a local school. Various t'pes of decisional requests submitted by local

school directors were monitored. fa uvles of such request, were calls

for additional teachers for unexpectedly high enrollments, replacements

for worn out or damaged equipment, and repairs for damaged school buildings.

17



The school directors usually waited from six to twelve months for decisions

to be made on their requests.

The six to twelve month time lag, it should be noted, included only

zhos, requests which came up unexpectedly during the academic year. All

requests initiated before the academic year began were programmed in

advance and competently handled. The system had no rapid response capabil-

ity for unanticipated developments because the locally based supervisors

had no authority to intervene even in the more routine situations.

A second consequence of concentrating decision - making authority at

the top of the hierarchy was system rigidity. Because a few men at the

top were required to decide upon such diverse matters as academic program

content, school construction, personnel, teaching technique, equipment,

and budget manasement, there was a tendency to develop one standardized way

of accomplishing each task. The standardized approach simplified the

administrative problem at the top, but was not adjusted to the socio-

economic variance between regions nor to individual student variance (i.e.,

attitude, aptitude, occupational expectations, etc.)

The rigidity derived from standardized practices also slowed the adop-

tion of new developments in technique and content. The same primary school

curriculum, for example, was used from 1944 to 1969. For twenty -five years,

every student In Venezuela was subjected to the same unchanging body of

knowiedge which was developed before 190.14

A third consequence is referred to as "psychological distance" and

is demonstrated in a study conducted by Gross, et.al. In a questionnaire

issued to teachers and school directors of a large industrial city in

Venezuela, Gross Enind the following:

18
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(1) that approximately 7S percent of both the teachers
and directors believe that 'lack of any real under-
standing of a teacher's problems by the Ministry of
Education' olnstitutes a serious or very serious ob-
stacle that blocks a more effective performance of
teachers;

(2) that 63 percent of the teachers and 78 percent of
the directors view the Ministry's lack of concern about
the problems of their school as a serious or very
serious obstacle;

(3) that 48 percent of the teachers and SO percent of
the directors feel the Ministry constitutes MA obstacle
to improvement in the teachers' performance because it
makes too many important educational decisions; and

(4) that IS percent of the teachers and 61 percent of
the directors view the bureaucratic inefficiency of the
Ministry as a serious handicap to the teachers' conduct.

These findings show that the majority of the directors
and approximately one-half of the teachers do not hold
a positive image of the Ministry of Education and that
they have strong reservations about its understanding
or concern with the educational problems of their schools.

IS

In short, the elaborate mechanism designed to control decisions from

the capital city often tended to overlook the fact that real huwan beings

with individual needs and anxieties were trying to induce decisions which

related to specific situations. Where the Ministry saw the probIews in

terms of national statistics, the national school directors saw the problems

in terms of angry parents, frustrated teachers, sal a distorted learning

prxes for students. Because of the extensive "psychological distance"

between the teachers and the decision makers, the local school officials

frequently exercised their option to do nothing which would require a great

amount of time or create personal anxiety. The consequences of this

practice were often dysfunctional for the educational process as a whoa:.

19



Conclusions

The Venezuelan national educational system was made up of subsystems

(regions and districts) which reported to a parent system (Ministry of

Education). Decision-making was concentrated at the Ministry level for

all but the most routine decisions. Because the subsystems were so dependent

on the Ministry, their relationships can be characterized as having exhibited

low functional autonomy and high system interdependence.

Consequently, at least three major dysfunctions can he attributed

to this inter-system relationship: 1) a decisional time lag on unantici-

pated rsquests, 2) an organizational rigidity that could not be adjusted

to r*tlonal as well as individual differences, 3, a "psychological distance"

between Ministry officials and local school officials which had negative

implications for motivation and morale.

20
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Pre-reform Organization of EducwZion in Colombia

As in Venezuela, the Colombian Constitution established a federal

system of government, and the educational organization parallels this form

with national, state, and municipal school systems. Unlike Venezuela, the

large majority of schools in Colombia are state and plivatc schools.

There are few national schools, and this characteristic makes the organi-

zational and administrative problems ver1 different from those of

Venezuela.

Organizational Hierarchy and Authority Structure

As in Venezuela, the President of Colombia is popularly elected end he,

in turn, appoints the Minister of Education. As indicated in Figure 2,

the Minister of Education sets educational policy for all the school systems

in the country; however, the Ministry executes policy 0.9.1L for the few

national schools it controls directly. State governments and individual,

private school directors are responsible for implexe,tirg most of the

educational decisimns made in the country.

As a governing body, each state has a popularly elected assembly; the

governor, however, is appointed by the President of the country. The gover-

nor cf each state appoints a secretary of education who is the state's

chief educational officer. The secretary of education is responsible to

the governor and the state assembly, and not to the Ministry of Education.

This structural feature was at the crux of the pre-reform decisional prob-

lems in Colombia.

21
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Table 2

Colombian Student Enrollmentri

Primary Secondary

less than

national schools one percent 6.5 percent*

state and municipal
schools 80.1 percent 40.0 percent

private schools 19.9 percent 53.5 percent

estimate

100.0 percent 100.0 percent

Decisional Points and Related Consequences

feCIVIS. of a national and state separation of powers, the pre-reform

educational system in Colombia maintained a relatively decentralized, formal

authority structure. The Ministry of Education dictated policy, and the

individual state and private schools executed policy. Action-oriented

docisions (as distinguished from policy decisions) were made at the state

level, and the Ministry had limited legal authority (and little available

manpower) to intervene.

Every year, each state government appropriated money for state public

expenditures -- including education. Decisions concerning budget construction

and oalt,,eoeot of public expenditures were, therefore, made at the state

level,

However, over the years the national government played an incr.asing

role in the financing of state education by augmenting state public copes-

23
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diture budgets." The national government earmarked money for public

construction, housing, sanitation, education, and transportation. The nation,

however, lost control of the money once it entered into the accounts of a

state. Most of the national money was allocated for teachers' salaries.

According to informants highly placed in the Ministry of Education,

state government officials regularly followed the practice of shifting

funds from one budget item to another. Consequently, money earmarked for

education was often used for building highways or purchasing health equipment

rather than paying teachers' salaries.

Accordingly, the state educational systems have traditionally had

difficulty meeting monthly payrolls. Often, teachers were not paid for as

many as five or six months. Teacher strikes in primary and secondary

schools were commonplace. At the end of each school year, only two or three

of the twenty-three states were able to meet their salary obligations

completely and close their financial books. In short, the state govern-

ments regularly abused their decision-making authority ty not adhering. to

Ifficial administrative policy as established by the Ministry of Education.

Personnel decisions were also largely in the hands of the state

secretaries of education and the private school directors. Even though

the Ministry of Education had established a policy governing personnel

matters, the states and private schools decided on all significant matters,

for example: hiring, firing, promotions, transfer, and salary schedules.

Consequently, individual state governments frequently made decisions which

were not consistent with the offitlal personnel policy established by the

Ministry.

24
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The Ministry of Education, for example, officially established minimum

requirements for hiring primary and aezondary school teachers. Primary

school teachers must be normal or secondary school graduates. When hired,

they must be placed in level of a four level pay scale commensurate with

their education and exparience. The states, however, maintained an extra-

legal fifth pay level for new teaches who did hot meet the Ministry's

minimum hiring requirements.19 In 1966, approximately 40 percent if the

primary school teachers employed in the schools did not meet the Ministry's

minimum hiring standards." The hiring of non-qualified teachers cannot

be attributed to the fact that trained teachers were rot available. In

1965, for example, 5000 students graduated from normal schools. Of this

number, only 1,600 entered the teaching profession.21 In addition, teachers

often were hired when no money was budgeted for their salaries.

In interviews, the writer received four explanations as to why states

frequently hired teachers who did not meet the Ministry's minimum standards.

The first response offered econon:c reasons: the state budgets did not

provide enough money to hire the quantity of teachers required at the higher

salary levels approved by the Ministry, and the states were therefore

forced to hire unqualified teachers a. an unofficial salary scale far below

the approved wile. The secono response gave political lessons: the state

educational system was used as part of the local political patronage sechan-

sta, and teaching limits were frequently given to the p.rty faithful. The

third response concerned personal comfort: qualified teachers did not want

to teach in rural . The fourth response was a variation of the first

two: unqualified individuals could be hired to teach at a below-scale rate
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(category 5), and the states did not allocate enough money in their edu-

cational budgets to hire teachers who met the minimum qualifications estab-

lished by the Ministry. The Ministry of Education concluded that the fourth

response was closest to the truth.

Conclusions

By national law, educational policy was to be established by the Min-

istry of Education, and the state and private schools were to execute de-

cisions in accordance with that policy. Because the individual state

secretaries of education were not legally responsible to the Ministry of

Education, the states were able to exercise their wills over their OVA

school syrtems. The Ministry had little authority to intervene even in

cases where the states abused decision-making authority by acting outside

Ministry policy.

The state and private school subsystem, therefore, can be characterised

as exhibiting high functional autonomy and low system interdependence.

In Venezuela, it will be remembered, the relationship was exactly the

opposite.
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Venezuelan Reform Movement

The crux of the decision problems in Venezuela centered around the

concentration of authority at thc highest levels of the organizational

hierarchy. Ministry officials tended to make policy, procedural, and

executive, as well as many routine administrative decisions for every

subsystem in the national sducational organization.
Low-level supervisors

did little more than serve as
communication link between the schools and

the Ministry. As a result, the system was characterized by rigidity, a

significant decisional time lag, and a dysfunctional psychological distance

between school teachers and directors, and the decision makers.

National Administrative Reform

The national government in Venezuela is divided into Ministries such

as Health, Public Works, Transportation, Treasury, and Educatioo. Each of

these Ministries 11-1 historically concentrated decision-making authority

rt the top of its own organisational hierarchy. Interdependence existed

among these Ministries because a major decision taken by any one of them

usually required the collaboration of other Ministries. For erample, a

decision to construct new highways made by the Ministry of Public Works

necessarily required the approval and cooperation of
the Ministry of the

Treasury, because of the mutual interdependence among Ministries, there

was little opportunity for any one Ministry to delegate a significant amount

of decision-making authority to regional levels. If any one Ministry did

delegate authority to a regional level, that regional office would encounter

overwhelming problems in trying to solicit the cooperation of other Ministries
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which maintained authority at the national leve' Therefore, the President

of Venezuela issued a decree designed to initiate a process of decentrali-

zation that encompassed the entire governmental administrative structu:c.

The objective of the decree was to provide necessary administrative support

to programs of regional development.22

The nation was divided into eight regions, each of which exhibited

common socic-economic characteristics. Under the reform, all of the Minis-

tries have been directed to establish offices in the eight regions, and

regional activities are to be coordinated by Regional Planning and

Coordinating Office. The Regional Planning and Coordinating Office is res-

ponsible to the National Planning and Coordinating Office which reports

to the President. In short, a coordinated infrastructure has been created

at the regional level which has been delegated the authority to plan and

execute specific programs of development. Thus, any one regional office

can draw support from the regional offices of other Ministries of the

government without having to depend on decisions from the capital city.

A regional budgeting system has been created which enables the planning,

coordination, and execution of programs from the regional level.
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National Educational Reform

Consistent with the President's plan for general administrative

decentralization (delegation of decision - making authority), the Ninistcr

of Education issued a decree progressively establishing offices in the eight

administrative regions.23 Among other things, the decree st..es that the

regional offices will: 1) work in coniunctIon with the Regional Office

of Planning and Coordination; 2) act as a mechanism of decision-saking

(execution), advising, and ccurdinating in all aspects of pedagogy and

administration surrounding programs of educational super.zsion; 3) coordi-

nate plans of action with high levels of the ministry of Education; and

4) exercise functions of control and evaluation of student, teacher, and

adMinistratc. perforsance within the region. In short, the above-mentioned

points have redefined the structure, roles (authority and responsibility).

and processes of the educational subsystems.

Structural Chan es in the Hierarchy

As indicated in Figure 1, the pre-reform system maintained thice

separate branches (primary, secondary scadesic, and secondary vocations))

at the national, regional, and in the case of primary education, district

levels. Little contact and almost no coordinated decision- making existed

between the branches at the sub - ministry level.

Under the reform, -ch of the eight regions has been subdivided

into tones and distrt.:, (see Figure 3).24 One sipervisor is located at

each level, and be has been given authority over all three educcticbal

branches. This structural change should have the effect of coordirating
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decision-making behavior within and bettecn levels of the flrganisational

hierarchy.

Decentralization of Authority

Through the delegation of authority, the decisional points have

changed within the organisational structu:e. In the area of administra-

ticn, the eight regional supervisors have the decision-making authority

t' construct and administer their budget (to be approved and coordisted

by the Ministry), hire and fire teachers, sanction personnel (faculty

and students), maintait faculty and student records, and purchase

equiwcit,

In academic areas, the regional supervisors have the authority to

"regionalise" the curriculum, execute audio-visual aid and guidance pro-

grams, and evaluate student progress. Also, they have general supervisory

control over the execution of academic programs io primary, rural, adult,

and middle school rducatlon."

Apparently, the lone and distwt levels hart no been delegated

any significant decisitl-making authority. Zone and dist.ict supervisors

wiil continue to function as cosounIcetioA links between the schools and

the regional offices.

Conclusions

Sy way of the reform mcvement, the Ministry of Education is divesting

itself of the authority to male program execution an routine aeministrative

decisions while rwtaining the authority to make policy and procedural

decisions. A situation has been created thich will permit increased func-

tional autonowr, and decreased interdependence between the parent system
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and its subsystems. if the reform movement is effective over time, it will,

among other things, reduce the decisional time lag, increase the flexibility

of the academic and administrative processes, and reduce the psychological

distance between teachers, school directors, and supervising decision-

akers.
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Colombian Reform Movement

The crux of the decisional problem in the Colombian educational

organisation was the peculiar structural-functional relationship between

the Ministry of Education and the individual state governments. The

Ministry was charged with setting education policy for all educational sys.

tens; however, the state government and the private schools were expected

to execute that policy. State governments often exercised 'ride latitude

in their educational decisions, and significant differences developed

between Ministry policy and 0,te practice. The Kinistry, in the meantime,

was relatively powerless to do anything about abuses of authority at the

state level.

National Reform in Education

In December of 1968, the President of ( onbia signed a decree which

initiated an educational reform move tent d tned to solve many of the

nation's mujor educational problems.26 Programs were passcj into legis-

lation involving, for example, school construction, curriculum development,

athletics, social and natural sciences, cultural development, language

development, university-level resca th, and the creation of nineteen

comprehensive high schools.

In order to implement these new progress, the Colombian government

treated nine semi-autos elous ,..ucationel institutes charged with achieving

distinct program goals.27 All of these institutes have been delegated

well-defined policy-making and policy-execution authority to tarry out
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their missions. These institutes, however, will nct be analyzed in this

paper because they are being undertaken outside the traditions' framework

of the Ministry of Education. In other words, new structures have been

created for the new missions, and the leaders are not responsible dire

to the Minister of Educatior.

One ma3or program was created within the traditional framework rf

the Ministry of Education, and this program attempts to improve the

cisional problems identified in the pre-reform organization. It is

the Fondos Eduoacionales Regional (F.E.R.) o: Regional Educational r, is

F.E.R. Program

The problem facing the sinister of Education was to create a rlac

which would lead the states to execute decisions along the policy 3:

defined by the ";nistry. This task had to be one in such a way as t

violate neither constitutional 'state: rights" nor create a political

fight. In short, states would have to agree to giro up, or at least T

their authority voluntarily. The Regiczal Educational Funds (F.F.R.,

program was created to resolve this problem.

A reorganization of the Ministry again brought forth a clear der

tion of its formal decisional role: "The Ministry will have the role

formulating educational policy, coordinating its execution at the re'

level, supervising tho operation of other organizations in the educe.

se:tor (state, municipal end private), and serving as .1Aancing coo, ,

natmr."
26

The preceeding quotation represents simply a restating c,:

historic mission of the ',Unitary. In the writer's opinion, the F.i.;

program is a Red anism which puts enforcement "teeth" into 'his hit:,

role.
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Context of the F.E.I. Program

The key to the F.E.R. program is the national money which year after

year has been sent to the individual states to help finance stare education.

The Ministry's annual report says, At the end of 1961 the Ministry sent

package of ordinances to the state governors which was to be submitted

to the state assemblies for their consideration. The ordinances would au-

thorise the state governors to silo a contract with the nations: government

establishing the characteristics of the national financial) assistance

and authorizing the secretaries of education to initiate the raform,"29

In order to make the F.E.R. contract as attractive as possible to

the states, it was presented in seductive form, for example: 1) the

states would not be required to subscribe to the program; 2) it was billed

as a decentralization protect giving the states greater control over their

systems; 3) the nation would invest more money in state education; 4) ad-

visors would to provided by the ration to assist state secretaries of edn-

catio:, in Otte duties; S) audio-visual equipment would be donated to the

state educational systems; and 6) the national schools in each state would

be placed w.der 1,1a administrative control of the corresponding state

government. Underlying the offer, iowever, was the implication that if

any state did not sign the contract, it would not receive any more national

money to support state education. All 21 states (and the Federal :'strict)

eventually signed contracts.

F.E.R. Contracts

In Signing the contracts with the Ministry, the states agreed to

adherm to Many constraining clauses. Because the content of these clausc;

35
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greatly limited the decision-making latitude previously enjoyed by the

states, the states had, in fact, voluntarily st-rendered muen of their

authority.

Among other things, the contracts require each state to:

I. increase annually state appropriations for education con-
sistent with the growth of the total state budget,

2. hir only teachers who meet the qualification etandads
establi.hed by thz Ministry,

3. replace all non-oualified teachers (primary and secondary)
within a period of two years (eliminate the illegal tate-

tor; 5),

4. create positions for supervisors at the ratio of 1 for

every 200 teachers,

S. reorganize the state offices of education to agree with
recommendations of the Ministry,

6, manage the wage -scale and personnel promotions consistent
with Ministry policy And national law,

7. permit the Ministry to supervise the state budgetary
expenditures in education,

8, demonstrate the availability of funds before hiring

additional teachers,

9. accept the presence of a Ministry official ( delegado)
who is authorised to supervise ail matter. mentioned
in the contract as well as investigate irregularities
found in other segsents of the state educational system.

Each state (and the Federal District) has its own F.E.R. fund. The

national and state contributions to the fund must be placed in a bank

account which is managed apart from the regular state budget. Expenditures

for non.budgeted items cannot be drawn from the account without the approval

of the Ministry's delesado. According to the contracts, if for any reason

the State cannot meet its obligatory monthly contribution to the F.E.C.
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account or mismanages funds in chat account, the national contrih,rion

to the fund must be returned immediately.
30

Conclusion

Carly it was pointed out that the Colombian government recently

adopted a new se of national educational goals. In order to achieve these

Objectives, thc Ministry of Education had to find a means of controlling

and streaming state administrative processes. The F.E.R. program became

the mechanism through whi-it the Ministry is striving for maximum state

contributions to the national educational goals.

By agreeing to the conditions of the F.E.R. contract, states have

voluntarily accepted constraints on their decision-making authority.

The Ministry of Education now has a too. to force the states to comply

with official policy. At the end of the first year of the F.E.R. program,

20 of the 23 states had net their financial obligations on tire. This

was very different from rrevious years (here only 3 or 4 of the 23 states

annually had done so.

In short, under the F.E.R. program there exists a higher degree of

interdependence and a lower degree of functional autonomy between the

parent system and the subsystems.
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A ComparisEn of the Venezuelan and Colombian Reforms

The aducational organizations of both nations are similar in the sense

that their respective Co.tstitutions provide for the existence of Rational,

state. and municipal systems of education. The difference lies, however,

in the percentage of students enrolled in the subsystems. As a consequence

of unbalanced enrollment patterns, education in Venezuela tends to bt na-

tional education, whereas in Colombia it tends to be state and private

school education. The decision-making processes in the two nations, there-

fore, are quite dissimilar.

In both mountries, the Ministries of Education are charged with making

policy decisions which govern the pedagogical and administrative components

of the educational processes. In Venezuela, the Ministry not only created

the policy but executed it as well. In Colombia, however, the Ministry

created the policy, but individual states (and private schools) Executed it.

A major distinction between the two systems, then, was the hierarchical

level at which major "action" decisions were made.

In VEnv.uela, the Ministry tended to make policy, procedural, executive

and, in many cases, routine administrative decisions. This concentration

of eecision-making authority had the dy:functional effects of creating,

among other things, a decisional time lag, a rigidity toward change, and

a psychological distance between the Ministry and the local schools. In

an attempt to reduce these and other decisional problems, the Ministry has

delegated decision - making authority to regional levels. An tf(Att is being

made. to reduce the controls on the decision-making behavior of .-egional

officials.
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Colombia, on the other hand, is attempting to place narrower limits

on the decision-making behavior of verionel (state) officials. ki effort

is being male to fcrce state officials to make decisions which are consistent

with official Ministry ,00licy. The rationale is that a strict adherence

to official redegogicel and administrative policy Is the most effective

means of systematizing behavior (teacher and administrator) according to

patterns which are thought to be necessary if the nation is to achieve its

educational goals.

Both nations are trying to arrive at organizational and administrative

formulas which best support their educational goals. The hypotheses implicit

in the two reforms are quite dissimilar. Starting from a pre-reform be:e,

Venezuela is hypothesizing that higher functional autonomy and a lower

system interdependence between the parent system and subsystems will result

In reduced uniformity and greater adaptability to local needs. Colombia,

on the other hand, hypothesizes that lower functional autonomy are higher

interdependence between tie parent system and the subsystems will lead to

greater uniformity in behavioral processes resulting in a more systematized

approach to achieving establisha educational goals.

After the educational reforms of the two nations have been fully

institutional! sd, certain structural and functional similarities will be

evident. The Ministries of Education will make pedagogical and dminls-

tratty policies; however, these policies will be executed at lower hierar-

chical levels. In addition, the Ministries wall supervise the execution of

policies and, if deemed necessary, veto lower level decisions.
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Constraints to r.ducationml Reform

Change does not come easily. Behavioral patterns maintained and

reinforced by traditional decision-aaking processes always present formidable

harriers to reform. The Venezuelan end Colombian attempts will not be

exceptions to the rule. To this point in the paper an attempt has been

made to demonstrate how the reforms are supposed to resolve derision- making

problems inherent in the pre-reform systems. The analysis will be more

complete, however, if some thought is given to the constraints which might

impede the smooth and efficient operation of the educational reforms.

The constraints to he discuss0 here represent, by and large, the

writer's perceptions of certain traditional beharioral patterns in Colombia

and Venezuela. It should be recognized that the writer's personal value

system colors these perceptions. The following potential constraints to

the reforms will be dealt with: (1) political power, (2) career management,

and (3) fiscal management.

Political Power

In Venezuela (at tho National level) and in Colombia (at the state

level) educational orgamzations were often treated as extensions of

political institutions. Specific educational decisions were often made for

good political reasons.

In Colombia, for example, decisions were often made at the state

level to use educational funds for public projects which had greater

visibility (plus political returns) than educational projects. Also,
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Ministry officials were suspicious (and at the same time powerless to act)

when large numbers of teschers were hired by state governments immediately

prior to elections. When this situation occurred, there ,as reasonable

assurance that the new "teachers" would be on the streets organizing voters

rather than in the classro as organizing children.

In Venezuela, the hiring and promotion decisions favored individuals

of the same political persuasion as the party in power. In every community,

no Ratter how tiny, there is at least one teacher; and he might be the only

public official in the area. in poor areas the teacher stands out as a

learned individual who commands respect, and his presence at the grassroots

level can contribute to the political party's power bnse.

As reported earlier, decislon-malOng authority was centralized and

concentrated at the Ministry level in Venezuela and at the state level in

Colombia. The reforA movements will alter the traditional focus of decision-

making authority in both countries. The change will affect the educational

as well as the political institutions and thereby creating a potential dung..

to the reforms. If the political parties feel their power is threatened

seriously by the loss of control ot the educational organization as a

power base, a sustained drive might be made to reestablish the pre-reform

decision - making patterns.

Career Management

A second constraint which might impede the change process can be

characterised as career management decision-making. Skilled and knowledg-

able educators are scarce in Venezuela and rolombia. Because authority

and responsibility are being delegated to regional levels in VenezLela and

the Colombian Ministry policy requires the creation of new supervisory
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positions at C.0 _nal level, individuals with a higLer level of training

and experience will be required to move to outlying geographical areas

(away from Caracas in Venezuela and the state capital cities in Colombia).

However, living and working in the capital (it), have always been

thought of as status rewards for public officials. Also, the personal and

family comforts efforded by the capital city are rarely duplicated in out-

lying areas, In both countries quslifiej individuals may resist (if not

reject) any career ranagement decision to move them into regional or local

positions outside 16;e capital cities.

The refore movements will be seriously threatened if some form of

reward system is not created to ovtrcome the reluctance of competent edu-

cational officials tc leave the capital cities. The writer is unaware of

any such reward system being built into the refsrrs.

Fiscal Management

Under the Venezuelar reform, budget management will be practiced for

the first Use at the regional level. Controlling the allocation sf human

and material resources from the regional level will signal a dramatic dcwn-

ward shift of executive authority from the Ministry level. The loss of

control over expenditures by officials at the Ministry level may be viewed

by some ms a loss of personal power. As a result, a tendency to support

tfficiall) 'lit resist unofficially (perhaps unconsciously) might foster

a behavingl pattern which impedes the process of change.

A danger to the Colombian reform will exist if the Ministry loses

its resolve to enforce strictly the budgetary constraints placed on the

states by the FIR contracts. If the states violate the condition, f the
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contract and are not penalized, the FEk program will be redu..d quickly

to a meaningless piece of pryer. The act of penalizing the states for

violation of tne FIR contract will probably be interpreted by the states

as a political decision rather than an educational one. If this proves

to be the case, the Ministry will he hesitant to enforce the terms of the

contract out of fear that the political repercussions will have a damaging

effect on the ongoing activities of the Min: try.

A second dimension of the budget management problem will be fiscal

accountability. In Colombia, the state educational officials will be required

to confine their financial decisions to conform with Ministry policy. In

Venezuela, financial decisions will be made at regional levels for the

first time.

..e problem of fiscal accountability is magnified when financial

decision-saling authority exists at the middle levels in the hierarchy.

More individuals, for example, are participating in the decision-making

process. Also, no one office maintains all the information necessary to

clearly identify: (1) how priorities have been established, (2) whether or

not the priorities maximize pedagogical returns, and (3) whether or not

fiscal decisions are made to adhere to the established priorities.

As middle level officials go through the learning process required

for these new responsibilities, a certain degree of inefficiency and waste

will be generated. If this inefficiency and waste is brought to the public

eye, pressures will be brought to bear which call for a return to the pre

reform decision-making patterns.

In short, the planning of a reform and the execution of that reform

are two distinct problems. As the architects of change design their
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strategies, they cannot possibly comprehend all of the converging forces

which will seek to retard, if not eliminate, their meticulously constructed

programs.

At this writing the educational reforms are still in the balance.

Nil) time will tell whether or not the commitments to success are strong

enough to counteract the constraints that surround the new programs.
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